
Important Notice

The data in our catalog is an example of the measured value of our test, not the guaranteed value.

Descriptions and specification values are subject to change without notice.

Please be sure to confirm that each customer is satisfied with your situation.

Please keep in a vertical stack in a cool and dark place with good ventilation avoiding direct sunlight.

Please be sure to check stock status at the time of ordering.

It is desirable that the application temperature be around 20 ° C.

Please apply pressure sufficiently after pasting.

There is a case where the linking place as shown below appears in the product below.

Scratches may appear on the release film.

Since release film is to be destroyed, we judge it outside our responsibility.

Scratches on the release film, streaks etc are totally unquestionable.

Specification of release film may be changed without notice.

Product specifications etc. described in this catalog are subject to change without notice.

 Please understand that selling may be canceled without notice.

Please be sure to check stock status at the time of ordering.

It is desirable that the application temperature be around 20 ° C.

Please apply pressure sufficiently after pasting. Inadequate, there is a possibility of peeling from the adherend.

For products called MGU and MGSF, the product is very soft product,

Please remove oils, moisture, dirt, etc adhered to the surface of the paste cleanly and then paste as much as
possible without touching the adhesive surface.

release fi lm

products

silicone tape

OPP tape



So there may be cases where glue extrusion such as the picture below enters.

About Molecule gradient adhesive tape
Due to the nature of this product, the adhesive layer stretches.

Therefore, the release force of the release paper varies depending on the peeling method and so on.

Customers have done well verification, please use.

Half-transparent Black

Due to the nature of this product, there is a possibility of bubbling in the lamination.

When laminating, please fully pressure the customer.

Condition of strage

In this product, fine unevenness of the paper separator is transferred to the adhesive tape and the surface appears to be rough
due to reflection of light, but the physical properties are not affected.

Because this product is a product that is easy to stretch due to its characteristics, if you strike the end of the roll or apply
pressure, glue may protrude from the end face, which may cause crouching of the tape.

In using this product, please thoroughly examine and test your company and yourself, including reliability etc., beforehand to
confirm that it meets the purpose of use and quality standards of your company or your customers.

We believe that we are not afraid of changing and constantly changing according to the times, we are gaining
support from many customers and continuing business.

Quality is to continue and to continue, we need to read the air of the times. Even with products that were made from
old times, the quality and cost required along with the times will change.

As people, quality and cost also change with the times, we believe that because we have read the air of that period
and have continued to change gradually according to it, we can continue to be always good products It is.

Therefore, we may change product specifications etc. described in catalogs and technical materials without notice in
order to continue to be a product that is always said to be nice, unchanged.

Glue overflow



Temperature: 10 to 25 ° C Humidity: 30 to 70% RH

About guarantee

Order cancellation provision

Many of our products are custom made products that individually produce according to customer's request size and shape.

It is difficult to respond to cancellation / change of order to start production from the day of ordering.

Please pay half of the order amount until PM 4: 00 on the order date.

Please note that since PM 4: 00, we can not accept requests for changing / canceling your order details.

In the case of delivery date 1 day product and special order item, it can not be canceled even on the order day.

Safety Precautions

Work in a ventilated environment or wear appropriate protective equipment such as "gloves", "mask", "protective eyewear".

Our products are also applicable to combustibles.

Please comply with laws and keep it, please discard it.

Please wear gloves etc. as necessary to avoid cutting your hands at the edge of the film.

In order to deliver the various demanded items from our customers at short delivery time, we will start the production from the
day of ordering date if we specify the delivery date at the time of ordering.

Even if you initiate production, even if you receive a request to cancel or change your order, it is very complicated to stop
production only for the targeted order, and the cost will increase and the production will be completed just like ordinary
shipments Direct cost (material cost + labor cost) will occur as it will be.

However, we will correspond free of charge within 2 hours after ordering so we can respond to changes / cancellation of your
order contents on the ordering day.

When handling the product, individual differences may cause skin irritation, "rash", "headache" due to odor, "allergic symptoms"
such as "discomfort".

Avoid condensation on the product, store it indoors so as not to be exposed to direct sunlight. Note that it is desirable to keep it
under the following temperature and humidity conditions.

We can not manage the process conditions of each customer (processing of our products, bonding conditions, other conditions,
or management thereof).

Therefore, please understand that our company can not guarantee the characteristics and quality depending on the process of
every customer.

Although the results described in our technical data etc. are based on actual data, we do not guarantee that equivalent results
will be obtained for every customer's use.

The obligation of the seller is only to replace the product proved to be defective and we are not responsible for any injuries or
damage resulting from the mismanagement of products handling.

Please check before using it to see if it fits your intended use. This is not the case if you received another responsibility in the
contract signed by the seller 's officer.



Please do not leave the separated separator on the floor because it is slippery.

Kyodogiken Chemical co.,ltd.
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